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This is more of a banjo song than it is a fiddle tune, coming out of the mountains of West Virginia. It was in the Hammons family repertoire, and is pretty much the same song as Sugar Babe, recorded by Dock Boggs, the old-time three-finger picker, known for his recordings of Oh Death and Country Blues. I owe this version to the fine MP3 recording posted by Banjo Hangout member Hamp Henning, from Leawood, Kansas. What sounds like a B part, starting in measures 14 and 38, is really just a variation of the tune melody, I suspect.

This tune is basically pentatonic, in Dorian mode, a minor sounding scale with a flatted third and flatted seventh tone. Unlike all of the other Dorian tunes I do, which I now pick out of gDGAD, I have set this one in regular sawmill tuning, gDGCD, where a clawhammer picker would do it. There is no A note in this pentatonic, or five note scale, and so there is not use for the open A note. On the other hand, the melody relies heavily on the C, or 4th interval, which is the pitch of the open 2nd string in Sawmill. Note the harmonic notes in the up the enck break, in measures 36 and 48.

Who'll rock the cradle
Who'll sing this song
Who'll rock the cradle when I'm gone
Who'll rock the cradle when I'm gone

Well I'll rock the cradle

This is more of a banjo song than it is a fiddle tune, coming out of the mountains of West Virginia. It was in the Hammons family repertoire, and is pretty much the same song as Sugar Babe, recorded by Dock Boggs, the old-time three-finger picker, known for his recordings of Oh Death and Country Blues. I owe this version to the fine MP3 recording posted by Banjo Hangout member Hamp Henning, from Leawood, Kansas. What sounds like a B part, starting in measures 14 and 38, is really just a variation of the tune melody, I suspect.

This tune is basically pentatonic, in Dorian mode, a minor sounding scale with a flatted third and flatted seventh tone. Unlike all of the other Dorian tunes I do, which I now pick out of gDGAD, I have set this one in regular sawmill tuning, gDGCD, where a clawhammer picker would do it. There is no A note in this pentatonic, or five note scale, and so there is not use for the open A note. On the other hand, the melody relies heavily on the C, or 4th interval, which is the pitch of the open 2nd string in Sawmill. Note the harmonic notes in the up the enck break, in measures 36 and 48.

Who'll rock the cradle
Who'll sing this song
Who'll rock the cradle when I'm gone
Who'll rock the cradle when I'm gone

Well I'll rock the cradle
I'll sing the song
I'll rock the cradle when you're gone
I'll rock the cradle when you're gone

It's all I can do
It's all I can sing
Sing it to your mama next payday
I'll sing it to your mama next payday

I ain't got no use
For your red rocking chair
I ain't got no sugar baby, no
I ain't got no sugar baby, no

I done all I can do
I sung all I can sing
I'll sing it to your mama next payday
I'll sing it to your mama next payday

I ain't got no use
For your red rocking chair
I ain't got no honey baby, no
I ain't got no sugar baby, no